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1 - The Television Mystery

Chapter 1- The Television Mystery
Hello peoples! It’s me, Emma. I’m back for the final installment of the Anime Idol trilogy, The Bad Guys
Always Win Plan. Thanks to all of you Anime Idol has gotten so popular that we were able to hire a
narrator for some parts of the story. I know you’re all excited to get to the story so, without further adue,
I give you Anime Idol 3.
* * * *
I woke up early in the morning to watch my favorite anime show, Naruto. I was ready to watch the end of
the exciting and suspenseful battle between Sasuke and Itachi. (even though I already knew what was
going to happen because I read the manga) I rubbed the sleep out of my eyes and walked downstairs to
the living room where David was sleeping soundly on the couch. (he didn’t want to leave me alone)
I didn’t bother waking him up because I was too excited about watching Naruto. I was so busy watching
Naruto that I didn’t even notice that David was awake. I did, however, notice when he wrapped his arms
and his blanket around me and pulled me onto his lap.
“So, why are you up so early?” he whispered into my ear.
“Well, today they have the episode where Sasuke finally kills Itachi,” I said keeping my eyes glued to
the screen.
“Oh, but you already read that in the manga.”
“I know that. I just want to see how it happens in the anime.”
At that point I froze suddenly and my mouth was hanging open.
“Emma, what’s wrong?” David asked worriedly.
“That wasn’t supposed to happen. Oh my gosh! He’s killing Sasuke!” I exclaimed in shock and
surprise.
“How in the world is that happening?! That’s not right!”
“I smell a rat. We better keep watching.”
“Actually that was me. Sorry about that.”
“David! That’s not what I meant!” *slaps his arm*
“Alright, let’s just watch.”
We watched until the end and it just kept getting worse and worse. Sasuke died instead of Itachi and it
was all wrong! At the end, however, we saw exactly what we were looking for. At the part where it shows
viz media and all that stuff I noticed a small evil Pablo symbol in the corner of the screen that said ‘this
program was brought to you by The Evil Simon’s television network’.
“That it! That’s it! David, did you see that?!” I exclaimed pointing at the screen.
“Yeah, I wonder what he’s up to this time,” David said staring at the screen.
“I don’t know but we should try and stop it. Let’s watch the news to see if there’s anything new.”
“Alright.”
After watching the news we found out that some things had been stolen from the research center. Their
newest anime world portal, some world skipping watches, and one other thing was stolen. That other
thing was a mind controlling device. I was almost sure that The Evil Simon was planning his biggest plot
ever. David and I were both thinking the same thing.
“Alright, that’s it! I’m going down to talk to Simon,” I said angrily.
“In that case I’ll go to the research center to find out the details,” David said all business like.
“Be careful.”



“You too.”
We both headed for the door with determined looks on our faces. It wasn’t until we were out the door
that I noticed that we were still in our pajamas. I grabbed David’s arm and pulled him back into the
house. Then, once we were dressed properly, we were off.
* * * *
It took me less time to ride Saphira to The Evil Simon’s Evil Lair alone than it did with other people. I
went straight to the front desk and they told me that he was in a meeting and led me to a room where I
could wait. I stood there for a few minutes until I sensed a presence in the room. Before I could react two
minions grabbed my arms and knocked me out cold.



2 - The Compromise

When I regained consiousness I found myself tied up in the corner of the room. I tried to struggle my
way out but my hands and arms were tied tightly together. I couldn't believe how weak I had become.
How could I allowe myself to be captured by The Evil Simon?!
"Ah, Emma, I'm glad you're awake," That voice sounded familiar. I looked up and saw that The Evil
Simon was standing in front of me.
"What do you want with me, Simon?" I asked angrily.
He held up a small device that he was holding in his hand.
"Do you know what this is?"
"No, I'm no technical genius!"
"This is a brainwashing device. You have to do exactly what I say or else."
"Or else what? I'm not afraid of you!"
"I'll brainwash David and turn him into a minion. Oh, I could also make you the newest victim in my evil
plot which I have labeled bad guys always win."
I froze when I heard that. "Fine, tell me what you want me to do."
"I'm glad you understand your position. I'll try to make this as clear as possible. If you don't want to loose
David, you're going to have to let him go."
"What?! What do you mean?!"
"You heard me. If you want to keep the peace, you're going to have to make a few changes. Don't you
love him?"
"Yes, but..."
"But nothing. You either will or you won't!"
"You're giving me no choice!"
"Very well then. There's only one more condition. You will tell no one about this."
"I can live with that."
"Good. I'll give you one week. If you haven't done it by then, you might just disappear."
With that Simon left the room and the two minions untied me. I thought about David the whole time when
I was going back home. I was trying to fidn a way around this so I could tell David. I dodn't want to break
his heart. There was no way I could get around it. I didn't want this to be the end of me or David so for
the time being I would have to give into Simon's blackmail.
Two days later I decided that it was time. I couldn't look at David without bursting into tears. That day
when I went up to him he knew something was wrong. I was already crying.
"Emma, what's wrong?" he asked taking me in his arms.
"David, I'm sorry," I said trying to push him off of me.
"I don't understand. What are you sorry about?"
"We have to break up."
"What?! Why?!"
"I think it would be better for us and the band if we were just friends." it was torture to watch him break
down in front of me.
"I'll quit the band. You mean so much more to me than anything else."
"No David, we can't be together. Not now."
"But why?! Is it Victor?"
"No, just don't ask anymore because nothing is going to change my mind."



"Can you at least tell me what I'm doing wrong?"
"Please stop. I just think it would be better if we were just friends right now."
"Alright, I can accept that. Just know that I'm going to try my hardest to get you back."
"That's exactly what I didn't want to hear, David. I don't think I can take that."
"Then don't take it. You don't have to do this, Emma."
At the moment something sparked inside me. I was always trying to find a way to show my love for david
as well as he showed his love for me. For him I had to be strong and follow through. If I faltered, he may
see the truth and get it out of me. It was time for me to go.
"Yes, I do have to do this," I said as I quickly walked away.
"Emma, wait. Don't do this," he pleaded.
He began to go after me. I started to run and didn't look back until I was almost home. I turne around to
find that David was not the one who had been following me. The one who was standing behind me was
Yuki Cross. A soon as I turned around she burst into tears and hugged me.
"Oh Emmasan, you have to save us! Things just aren't right!" she sobbed.
"Are the night class students attacking the day class students?" I asked in confusion.
"Well, no, not exactly."
"What else could possibly go wrong in your anime?"
"I was just watching Naruto, and Itachi was surrouded by hot babes!"
For a second I froze and jost stared at her.
"You're kidding. What else happened?"
"There were lots of explosions."
"That's actually pretty normal because of Deidara."
“Oh, I knew that. But then people were worshiping Jashin like Hidan!”
“No way!”
“Yes way! Then all of Pein’s bodies were getting spa treatments!”
“Wha?...Are you serious?! What is this world coming to?! Please tell me there isn’t anything else.”
“No, that’s all.”
“Go back home, we’ll take care of this.”
“Yay! Thank you, Emma-san!” she glomped me.
“No…get off!”
I pushed her off of me and stomped off to my house. Through the rest of the day I had one question on
my mind. (What the heck is going on here?!) My day only got worse when I received a phone call from
Sammy, saying that David had quit the band. If you think that there is no way this could possibly get
worse or more confusing, you are sorely mistaken.
(okay, it's finally done people)



3 - The Mystery of the Disappearing Death Note

Chapter 3- The Mystery of the Disappearing Death Note
The next morning I got a phone call from the research center saying that the “Death Note” world
needed attention. Then I got another call from them saying that the worlds of “Vampire Knight”,
“Bleach”, “Tokyo Mew Mew”, “Kingdom Hearts Two”, “Naruto Shippuuden” (of course), “Yugioh GX”
(that’s new), and “Final Fantasy Ten” also needed our attention. I decided that all of this was too much
to handle on my own, so I called on The Ninjas and Arc Angels (and Victor) for help. We divided
ourselves into two groups, and it looked a little bit like this: (see chart below).
Emma and Ayuri (with Honey) Sammy and Daniel (with Sakura)
“Death Note” “Tokyo Mew Mew”
“Naruto Shippuuden” “Yugioh GX”
Hannah and Archie (with Renji, not L) Victor and Angel (with Jim Cook)
“Vampire Knight” “Bleach”
“Kingdom Hearts Two” “Final Fantasy Ten”
(Emma: Hannah, you cannot take L!
He’s not one of the choices.
Hannah: Dang it!)
Each Group got to choose an anime character to bring with them on their mission. Ayuri and I chose
Honey from “Ouran High School Host Club”, Sammy and Daniel chose Sakura from “Naruto”, Hannah
and Archie chose Renji (not L) from “Bleach”, and Victor and Angel chose Jim Cook from “Yugioh GX”.
Each group was also assigned to two anime worlds which they had to fix during their missions.
If you were wondering what became of David, he turned in his numchucks with his guitar and mic. I
don’t really want to talk about this. It’s hard for me. I was angry with David for quitting the band, and I
was upset because I knew his reason for doing it. He would ruin his life in his attempt to get me back. I
hated being the source of his pain.
* * * *
The first mission that Ayuri and I took care of was the ridiculous, mystery of the disappearing Death
Note. There was really no need for our presence in the “Death Note” world, but we didn’t find that out
until the mystery was already solved. We arrived at the Yagami household where, in his bedroom, Light
Yagami sat, banging his head against the wall like a crazed lunatic.
Light didn’t notice us come in. He just continued to bang his head against the wall and swear quietly to
himself. (It was like a steady stream of damn…damn…damn…damn…etc) Ayuri walked up to him, cocked
her head to the side, and poked him lightly (no pun intended). He then froze, turned his head, and
started freaking out. I thought he had gone mad. I was probably right.
“Ahhhhhhh!!...Oh, it’s only you. What took you so long?!” he exclaimed.
“Just tell us what’s going on here,” I said in an unfriendly voice. (I was not in the mood for funny
business)
“Alright, this is exactly what happened. I was downstairs, I saw someone go upstairs, I went up to my
room, THE DEATH NOTE WAS GONE!” (I just needed to be mad at someone. And you know what
happens when people get mad. That’s when everything starts going crazy) “Are you serious?!”
“Yes, of course I am.”
“Wasn’t it hidden?”
“Yeah, and it was in a place where no one would find it.”



“We all know where you hide it. You know what? You should do this.” I took out a random bottle of
super glue, waved it in his face, and put a little bit of it on his desk.
“You want me to super glue it to the table?!”
“Yeah, that way you will have time to see who stole it.”
“I already know who stole it…L STOLE IT!” light then proceeded to bang his hand on the table.
“How would L know where it is?!”
“Raito-chan?” Honey was lightly poking Light’s shoulder.
“L is scary, like Santa Clause, he sees everything.”
“That is just stupid, how did such a stupid thought even enter your mind?”
“Uh, Rai-chan…”
“If you knew him you would understand!”
“I do know him! L is not Santa Clause, Light, and he’s not the Easter bunny either!”
“Rai-chan…” Honey was still poking.
“WHAT?!” Light’s sudden explosion caused him to jump.
“Did Raito-chan mean to put his hand on the super glue?”
Time seemed to have slowed to a stop at that moment. Light froze and looked down at the hand he had
just banged on the table. He tried to yank it off, but his efforts were in vain because it was glued on
pretty good. That was when he began to panic. He flailed his arms wildly and started jumping up and
down in anger.
“Somebody, GET ME OFF OF THIS THING!”
Luckily, Ayuri knew how to get the super glue off. “Hey, Honey-kun, could you go get a glass of water
and pour it on Light?”
“Sure thing, Ayu-chan!” And he raced off to get a glass of water.
“Now, let’s get to the bottom of this,” I said, reaching inside the secret drawer where Light hides his
Death Note. I felt something inside the drawer. It felt like a notebook. I pulled it out but I was holding thin
air.
“What is that?!” Light exclaimed, pointing at a black dot on the notebook of nothingness.
“It appears to be an invisible notebook,” I said looking over it carefully. Finally I was able to find an
opening. I opened it and pages appeared. There were many names written on the page but one name in
particular sparked my attention. That name was Sasuke Uchiha. At that point I was furious at Light. Just
then Honey came back with a glass of water and poured it on Light’s head.
“Um, Honey-kun, I think you were supposed to pour the water on his hand,” Ayuri said sweetly.
“Oops, Honey-kun will go get another,” he said apologetically.
“Make that two glasses of water. It seems that this paint came from the same store where Mr. Crabs
bought the paint for the inside of his house,” I added quickly.
“Okay!” with that he cheerfully skipped off to the kitchen, bunny in hand, to get the glasses of water.
“You are NOT pouring water on MY Death Note!” Light snapped as he shook his head like a wet dog.
“YOU had no room to talk. I can’t BELIEVE you violated the single MOST IMPORTANT rule of the
Death Note!” I snapped back.
“I did no such thing!”
“Oh, yes you did!”
“Oh, no I didn’t!”
“Read the fine print. The owner of the Death Note is NOT permitted to write the names of people in
ANIME SHOWS other than Death Note!”
“I never did that!”
“Then WHAT do you call this?!” I shoved the Death Note in Light’s face, pointing to the name.
“I didn’t write that.”



“Who did?”
“L! IT WAS L! I TOLD YOU HE WAS EVIL! I TOLD YOU HE WAS UP TO NO GOOD!”
“FOR THE LOVE OF GOD! STOP BLAMING L!”
“I am God.”
“Grrr, just SHUT UP!”
Honey was standing at the door holding two glasses of water.
“I thought Kyouya-chan was God,” he offered.
In Honey’s Mind
Tamaki and Kyouya in middle school.
Tamaki:”YOU ARE GOD! YOU ARE THE GREAT BUDDAH! BRAVO! KYOUYA! MON AMI! MON AMI!
MON AMI! YAHOO!”
Kyouya:”What’s with that “mon ami” thing again?”
Back to Reality
We all just stared at Honey for a few seconds and he dismissed the thought. Honey then proceeded to
put the glassed of water on Light’s hand and the Death Note. Light stopped panicking, but he still got
angry because Honey poured water on the Death Note. After his little outburst, Ayuri proceeded to make
a face at Light, hug Honey, and wonder how he could say such mean things to such a cute little guy.
So, in the end, it turned out that our first mission was a total waste of time. (at least I thought it was) I
hoped that our dealings with the Naruto Shippuuden world would not be the same.
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Chapter 4- The Mystery of the Death of Zero
Hey peeps! I know it’s looking pretty bad for my team right now, but I’m afraid I’m going to have to
leave you in suspense. Do you remember that narrator I told you about? Well, it turns out that we had a
budget cut, so we had to improvise. Instead of a professional narrator, we have the one and only (drum
roll please) Ryan Secrest! Okay, I have a gig I need to be at so…it’s all yours Ryan. Don’t fail me or you
and your family will be cursed for always and eternity.
Wow, that was scary! Uhh, this is Ryan Secrest, filling in for Emma while she’s at her gig. First we will
be going to Hannah and Archie, who went to fix up the “Vampire Knight” world. You may remember that
they chose Renji to go with them, so let’s see how that went.
Hannah, Archie, and Renji arrived in the “Vampire Knight” world just in time to see it thrown into chaos.
The (day class) girls (and Chairman Cross) were all freaking out and crying while the vampires appeared
to be mad as heck. They appeared on the side of the mad as heck vampires. Ruka immediately ran up
to Archie, grabbed his shirt, and started shaking him violently.
“Who is responsible for this?! Whoever did this knew that Kaname-sama would be blamed, and I want
to know who!” she exclaimed hysterically.
“Pipe down, nobody knows what you’re talking about, and you sound like an idiot,” Renji said coolly.
Ruka just slapped herself and explained. “Zero was killed, and everyone is going to blame
Kaname-sama.”
They all just stood there and stared at her. Hannah’s eye began to twitch, and her stare bored a hold in
Ruka’s eyes. All of the sudden she sprang into action, tackled Ruka, and started strangling her.
“AHHHHH! ZERO’S DEAD! THE WORLD IS COMING TO AN END! ARCHIE, HOLD ME!” Hannah
jumped into Archie’s arms, bawling senselessly and screaming.
“Relax, would ya? If we figure out what happened everything will go back to normal,” Renji said in his
usual annoyed voice.
Hannah jumped out of Archie’s arms. “Oh, I knew that…Quick, to the scene of the crime!”
They left for the scene of the crime, but not before Hannah could have a little fun. She figured that since
everything was going to go back to normal, it wouldn’t hurt if she set Ruka’s hair on fire. Ruka’s
reaction was several crazy screams and shouting ‘IT BURNS US’ many, many times. That caused
Renji to advise her to ‘get over it’, and, with that said, they moved on.
* * * *
When they arrived at the scene of the crime, fangirls from far and wide had gathered to see what was,
most likely, the most horrible sight they had ever seen in their lives. Their hero, Zero Kiriyu, was lying in
a ditch, dead as a doornail. His neck was mangled and mutilated all around. It was impossible to tell
weather it was an act of murder or a natural death. The fangirls were prepared to wreak havoc upon
whoever or whatever it was that did this to him.
A small, animal sized hold sparked the attention of our three adventurers. From the hold came the head
of a small, cute, white rabbit. The rest of the rabbit came out of the hole and hopped over next to Zero.
Every face looked thoroughly confused at the sight of the rabbit.
The rabbit hopped closer. Then, all of the sudden, one of the fangirls jumped into the ditch and moved to
pet the rabbit. Then something shocking happened. The rabbit sprang into action, bit the fangirl’s neck,
and killed her instantly. Everyone automatically ran away from the ditch with scared confusion.
“OMG! IT’S THE KILLER RABBIT FROM MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL! WHAT DO WE



DO?!” Hannah shouted frantically.
Renji sighed in annoyance, “We use the holy hand grenade of course.”
“Alright, Archie, BRING US THE HOLY HAND GRENADE QUICK!”
“Okay, Hannah, I’ll go get it now,” Archie said going to fetch the holy hand grenade. He came back a
few minutes later with the holy hand grenade.
“Yay! Archie’s back people!” Hannah exclaimed.
A roar of excitement came from the crowd of fangirls (and Chairman Cross).
“Hannah, there is a list of instructions, and it looks like there are some things we need to do first,”
Archie said taking out the list.
‘Okay, what do we need to do?”
“Well, the instructions were really long so I think I’ll just summarize.”
“Whatever you do, do it quickly so we can take this bunny down!”
There was a roar of agreement from the fangirls…(oh, and Chairman Cross).
“Alright, gosh, you don’t have to yell. Okay, um, it says we have to eat orangutans and breakfast
cereal, pull the pin out of the holy hand grenade, count to three, no more, no less (don’t count to
four)…(or two unless you then proceed to say three)…(just count to three), then you point it in the direction
of your foe, let go, and yell kaboomie.”
“Okay, let’s do it!”
They did everything the instructions said and shouted kaboomie. The result of their actions was that the
killer rabbit went boom.
Deidara: “Yay! Go boom! Go boom! Art is a boom!”
Ryan Secrest: “No, Deidara, get out of here. I’m trying to narrate a story here.”
Deidara: “Oh, sorry. See you in the “Naruto Shippuuden” world.”
Anyway, like I was saying before I was rudely interrupted by a guy who has an uglier hairdo than
Sanjaya, [Deidara:”I HEARD THAT MR. WEIRD, SPIKY, NARUTO DO!”] the killer rabbit went boom.
Then Hannah and the other fangirls (and, of course, Chairman Cross) were disappointed to see that
Zero was still dead. They decided that they had to fix all of the anime worlds before Zero (and Sasuke)
would come back to life and Ruka’s hair would grow back. Because of that, Hannah, Archie, and Renji
decided to move on.
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Chapter 5- We Must Catch the Mystery Barber
Hey, I Ryan Secrest, am still here because Emma is still at her gig. Next we will be going to Sammy and
Daniel who decide to go to the “Ouran High School Host Club” world first. You may remember that they
chose Sakura to go with them. Let’s see how this all worked out for Sammy, Daniel, and Sakura.
* * * *
They arrived at the host club long before it opened. [Those three weren’t customers if you were
wondering.] Most of the members of the club were standing around something in a corner. Our heroes
waited a few minutes before entering.
“What are we waiting for?” Sakura asked impatiently.
“Just hold up for a minute. I need to talk to Daniel,” Sammy said, turning to Daniel.
“Well, just hurry up, because I’m excited about this mission.” [She was obviously looking at the boys.]
“Sammy, there’s no need to worry about me, I’ll be fine,” Daniel said as soon as Sammy turned
around to talk to him.
“Please promise me you’ll go easy on your arm,” Sammy pleaded.
“I’ll do what I can, but I want to be able to protect you.”
“I’m really worried about you, Daniel.”
“I know, you’re just going to have to trust me on this one, okay?”
“I just don’t want you to die.”
“I know, and I won’t.” he hugged her and gave her a little kiss.
“Are you guys ready to go yet?!” Sakura interrupted. [Fangirl side taking over.]
“Yeah, we’re ready,” Sammy said confidently.
Then they entered the host club. [Sakura looses her mind and goes all fangirl on the guys.] Oh yeah, I
almost forgot. Deidara will now be joining me as a co-narrator and sometimes a yes-man. [Just like in
Kel-chan’s sophomore agenda.] Anyway, they entered the host club.
Inside they found that the whole group [except for Haruhi] was crowded around the corner. [We won’t
make you guess what they were crowded around.] Tamaki was crying in a fetal position in his emo
corner. Sammy, Daniel, and Sakura [who was still fangirling over the boys] went over to see what the
matter was.
“Uhh, guys?” Sammy came up behind and tapped the shoulder of one of the guys. [Kyouya to be
exact.]
“Who the heck are you?!” Kyouya exclaimed in surprise.
“I’m Sammy, this guy is Daniel, and she’s Sakura. We’re from Anime Idol and Sakura is from Naruto
Shippuuden.”
“So, they must have sent you from the research center.”
“That’s right. What seems to be the problem?”
“Well, I think I’ll let Haruhi explain that. Hey, quit drooling all over me!”
[Sakura was fangirling well inside angsty Kyouya’s personal bubble.]
“Would somebody just tell us what’s going on here?!” Sammy’s sudden outburst surprised everyone.
“I will,” Haruhi was standing off t o the side of the group. [Tamaki went over to Haruhi.]
“Alright, don’t leave us in suspense. Tell us what’s going on.”
“Well, someone...”
At that moment Tamaki came up and hugged Haruhi.



“OH DON’T BE SAD MY SWEET DAUGHTER! WE WILL GIVE YOUR FATHER THE FINEST WIG
THAT MONEY CAN BUY!” he exclaimed. [Why he was bawling like that, well…its Tamaki, what do you
expect?]
“LET HIM FINISH!” Sakura yelled at Tamaki.
Sammy walked over to Sakura and poked her shoulder, “Um, Sakura, I don’t know how I should say
this, but…Haruhi is a girl.”
Sakura froze and just stood there for about five minutes. Then her eyes started twitching. [Just like
Hannah.]
“WHAT THE-------?” she shouted.
Daniel ran in front of her, “Woah! Hold on a second. You can’t do that.”
“What do you mean I can’t do that?”
“Some of our fans are young children, so we need to keep this story at a PG rating. If you use that kind
of language, Kel-chan won’t be able to read this story to her cousins or her sister.”
“Oh, okay, I’ll try to watch the language.”
Sammy stepped in, “So, wait, Haruhi, what happened?”
“Well, some mystery person broke into our house last night and shaved my father’s head while he was
sleeping,” Haruhi said with a sigh.
“Well, we will have to take care of that right away,” Sammy said excitedly.
“It looks like we’ll have to draw straws to see who has to stay and babysit Tamaki,” said Daniel.
“Alright, fine with me.”
They all drew straws and it turned out that there were two short straws. Therefore, Haruhi and Kaoru
had to ro shambo to see who would win. Then, all at once they were transported to a giant rock, paper,
scissors tournament arena where there were thousands of screaming fangirls and Renge was in the
announcer’s box.
“Seems kind of much for just a simple ro shambo,” Sammy commented.
“Well, we are rich and can afford such things so we don’t really care if it’s much,” Tamaki said proudly.
In Sammy’s Mind
*music playing* …I don’t care what you think but as long as it’s about me…
Back to Reality
“Uhh, Sammy?” Daniel was waving his in front of Sammy’s face.
Sammy had a disturbed look on her face, “That was more of Joe than I EVER wanted to see.”
“I don’t think I even want to understand what in the world you are talking about.”
(Note from Kel-chan: There are a large number of you readers of my story who may be quite confused at
this point. You may have been, like Daniel, extremely confused. Well, the prior scene is referring to the
song, I Don’t Care, by Fall Out Boy, and it also refers to the music video. I’ll leave a link if you want to
watch it. I hope you all are enjoying my story so far. :3)
Well, there’s really no need to go into detail since it was only a game of rock, paper scissors. Haruhi
was the winner, so Kaoru had to stay behind and babysit Tamaki. [Even though Tamaki appeared to be
feeling better.] With that done the rock, paper, scissors tournament arena disappeared and the majority
of the group left to buy Haruhi’s dad a wig.
When the group found a good wig for Haruhi’s dad, they returned to Ouran. They found that Tamaki
was feeling much better. Sammy and Daniel explained to everyone that Haruhi’s dad’s hair would grow
back when they figured out what was going on with the anime worlds. Then they attempted to leave. The
only problem was that Sakura wouldn’t move. [She wasn’t done fangirling yet.] They ended up
dragging her by her feet so they could stay on schedule. Then it was off to the Yugioh GX world with
them.



I am randomly placing my disclaimer here. (You don’t really need to take the time to read it all.)
Here are all the things that come up in the story that I do not own…….
American Idol, Naruto Shippuuden, Death Note, Ouran High School Host Club, Yugioh GX, Vampire
Knight, Bleach, Final Fantasy 10, Spongebob (referring to the Bleach chapter and also part of the Death
Note chapter), Monty Python and the Holy Grail (referring to the Vampire Knight chapter), Lord of the
Rings (also referring to the Vampire Knight chapter), Fall Out Boy “I Don’t Care, Holes( referring to
Emma talking about cursing Ryan), Monsters Inc. (the part where I say I’m always watching),
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Hey guys, what’s up? It’s me, Deidara. I just wanted to say…ART IS A BOOM! I also wanted to
say…RYAN SECREST SUCKS AND BLOWS AND DEIDARA ROCKS HARD! (This message has been
brought to you by the Deidara for narrator campaign.) I also wanted to say that I will be taking over as
you’re new narrator. [Hey, Deidara, what do you think you’re doing?!] Uh, sorry guys, I have to go.
Back to you, Ryan.
Well, that was kind of strange. I thought I saw Deidara trying to do my job for me. Anyway, I’m going to
be sticking around for one more chapter. [Emma’s band is playing a lot of encores.] Deidara, I told you
that you could stay for one chapter, so scram. [Goodbye everyone! I love you all! ART IS A BOOM!
VOTE FOR ME!] So long and good riddance. Now that Deidara is gone our story can progress.
The last group we are going to follow consists of Angel, Victor, and Jim Cook. They chose to go to the
Bleach world first. The Bleach world was almost as messed up as the Naruto Shippuuden world
appeared to be. Of course Renji was missing because he was in the Vampire Knight world helping
Hannah and Archie. Let’s see how it went for Angel, Victor, and Jim Cook.
They arrived at the soul society where they found the main characters (and some others) in a room
crowded around a television. Angel and Victor were there, but Jim was out asking for information. Jim
ended up coming back very soon after they arrived.
Jim was about to explain what was going on, but then he noticed that Angel and Victor were holding
hands. He was a little bit confused by that. I’m sure you guys are a bit confused as well. I will try to
explain it to you.
* * * *
The first time Victor ever saw Angel was when he had just gotten back from Phantom Castle. Emma
introduced him to her, and he was so distracted that he forgot to stop shaking her hand. Then, later on,
after he had gotten to know her a little he was having those weird aquard thoughts that people have with
the running through the open field and the cheesy music. Yeah, that’s pretty much how that happened.
[But she was having those weird aquard thoughts too.]
Deidara, I swear… (You better not!) Uh, sorry, Kel-chan, it won’t happen again. (I’m watching you,
Secrest, always watching.) Um, now back to the story I guess.
* * * *
*back at the place with the TV*
“SO, what’s going on, Jim?” Angel asked, trying to copy his Australian accent but failing miserably.
“Apparently, everyone’s a bit confused because the hollows have been attacking Finland,” Jim said
quickly.
“Why are they attacking Finland instead of Karakura?”
“That’s what we’re all trying to figure out.”
Ichigo turned around and glared at them, “The commercials are over, so you better shut up.”
They all shut up and stared at the TV screen. It turned out that they were watching the news.
The news announcer began to talk, “Welcome back to the Soul Reaper News Network. I’m here live in
Hueco Mundo where we have breaking news. Apparently now Aizen is calling the shots around here,
and he made a mistake in his orders. We are told that when they asked him where to go, someone hit
him on the head, and he fell over and shouted ‘FINLAND’. So, there you have it, folks. The hollows are
attacking Finland because Aizen now spends his days watching spongebob marathons all day long.”



“That’s it! This has The Evil Simon’s name written all over it! Who else would have introduced Aizen to
spongebob?!” Victor exclaimed.
Ichigo looked back and glared again, “Isn’t The Evil Simon your dad or something?”
An anime sweat drop appeared on Victor’s head. “Uhhh, I’ve been trying to forget about that.”
Another anime sweat drop appeared on Ichigo’s head. “Sorry about that.”
“Just make sure you get the Death Note world back to normal. The freaks who are messing with us are
making Light look like a sissy idiot.”
Angel stepped in, “Um, Ichigo, I regret to inform you that what you saw on TV is pretty much how Light
acts all the time. Oooooo! Permission to rant about Light Yagami’s craziness?”
Victor laughed at her, “Permission granted.”
Angel saluted and began her rant, “In the words of Kel-chan’s friend, Kristin, Light belongs in the loony
bin. It’s like in the movie Strange Brew, when they go to the loony bin and stuff. Well, actually, what they
said was they were going to get their free beer before they went to the loony bin.”
“Alright, that’s quite enough of that,” Ichigo groaned.
“You mean you don’t want to hear any more about the loony bin?”
“Not really, we need to announce our new favorite Death Note character. Hey guys, it turns out that
Light really was mentally unstable after all. Looks like it’s time to become Ryuk fans. Shinigami unite!”
Angel rolled her eyes and turned back to Victor and Jim. “We should probably get going, guys. The
Final Fantasy 10 world still needs our help.”
“Okay, let’s get going,” The other two said enthusiastically.
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